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Dates for Your Diary 

 

Sunday, 5th April:  An Easter retreat, led online by Tess Ward 

(See p.8). 

 

Saturday 25th April:  Hexham Debate online.  Peter Gatrell:  

Refugees in modern world history: reflections on past and 

present.  (See p.8) 

And it’s spring…   

  

 

‘Wish it need not have happened in my time,’ said Frodo. ‘So do I,’ 
said Gandalf, ’and so do all who live to see such times. But that is 
not for them to decide. All we have to decide is what to do with the 
time that is given us.’ J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring.  
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If you have a favourite passage from Quaker Faith & Practice, or you would 
like to write about a passage, please send it to the editor. 
 

 

 

Quaker Faith & Practice 
25: Unity of Creation 

 
25.14  We are building towards the climax of crisis. The spiritual 

crisis is folding into the ecological crisis and the ecological crisis is 
folding into the economic crisis. As Christians, it seems to me, we 
are now required to critically assess the capital driven market 
economy and identify it as a false religion, a fabulously productive 
but ultimately destructive system bringing closure on God’s 
goodness in creation and bringing a creeping atheism to the soul. 
To look this system straight in the eye and call it to account is a 
critical test of Biblical faith. 

Challenging market economics with a Biblical sense of the 
goodness of God in creation is to join a spiritual struggle. Faith in 
God, solidarity with the suffering poor and all other forms of life 
demands that we take a stand and say, ‘This destruction must 
stop.’ We must be perfectly clear about the implications of 
undertaking this responsibility. It is more than just setting up 
household recycling bins, growing organic vegetables or riding a 
bike to work. It is more than a talking job. It is a renovation which 
will change everything: the way we do business, the way we eat, 
the way we travel, the houses we build, the products and services 
we can expect and the prices we pay for them, the way we feel 
about trees and the way we worship God. 

Keith Helmuth, 1990 

 
 

If you can offer help or if you need help during this time, Hexham 
Elders & Overseers have set up the following email address: 
 
hexquakehelp@outlook.com   
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Friends’ Musings From a Very Strange Week 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

And because you can’t walk on beaches… 

  

Overstretched – cooped up – Read Cross Sophie’s choice: who to take and who to leave – waiting for Triffids 
to cover the window - gov.uk no way through -  rent to pay - tempers frayed – every day like Christmas Day 
stay at home and one walk only.  ….   Mute buttons – quiet streets – stillness – almost slow motion- birdsong- 
twigs in beak - dawn chorus – wild daffodils - earth wakening -  less harm from us – silently and unstoppably, 
the Spring is here. 

 

Today:  unknown young female driver stopping outside the house as we left together offering to get any 
shopping for us from the market place where she was going 

 

Boris Johnson asking for 250,000 volunteers to help the NHS in the community. I thought, 'good luck with that 

mate'.  24 hours later, 500,000 people had stepped up...and growing! 

 

Flitting in and out of what feels like an early morning dream: happening/not happening/happening.   

 

The world is being forced to focus on what is important and what is not, and despite some greed, selfishness 
and stupidity,  charity, community, and consideration are more powerful. 

 

 
Zoom Zoom Zoom: Meeting for Worship, Becoming Friends, FWCC, Hexham Debates… Oh, how did I fill my 
days before self-isolation? As a Friend said: ‘..and what are we able to do now that we thought was 
impossible a month ago!’   

 
 
So each morning I’ve been reading  a ‘letter’ from my mystery book, ‘Letters of the Scattered Brotherhood’, 
given to me in 1964.  I call it my ‘mystery book’ because nobody knows who the authors were.  'Letters of the 
Scattered Brotherhood’ were written anonymously during the darkest period of the Second World War.  They 
concentrate on encouragement and prayer, not being downcast but keeping one's spiritual armour 
bright.  One snippet recently soothed my spirit a lot:  ‘Go into the calm and luminous silence to renew, but 
stay in the soil of your life.’  I call that soothing realism!   

 

I've been delighted to hear the UK Government calling upon arms manufacturers to switch to making ICU 
ventilators - so no more excuses from now on, it turns out swords can be beaten into ploughshares! 

 

http://gov.uk/
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The Sacrament of the Present Moment 
 

 
‘To Fox and the early Friends the whole of life seemed sacramental, and they refused to 
mark off any one particular practice or observance as more sacred than others. They took 
the same stand with regard to Sunday, or First Day; it was not in itself more holy than 
Saturday or Monday; every week-day should be a Lord’s Day. Their whole attitude was 
gloriously positive, not negative. They were ‘alive unto God’ and sensed him everywhere…’        
(QFP 27.39) 

 
 

Having grown up in a Quaker family, I’ve long been aware of Friends’ traditional 
testimony against observing ‘times and seasons’: the notion that, as a religious 
community, we have no need of outward and visible signs such as the Eucharist.  
This is because, for us, ‘the whole of our everyday experience is the stuff of our 
religious awareness: it is here that God is best known to us. However valid and 
vital outward sacraments are for others, they are not, in our experience, 
necessary for the operation of God’s grace. We believe we hold this witness in 
trust for the whole church.’ (Gerald K Hibbert, 1941, QFP 27.38) .  ‘It is a bold and 
colossal claim that we put forward – that ‘the whole of life is sacramental’ (A. 
Barret Brown, 1932, QFP 27.43). 
 
Recently I’ve once again been wondering whether this well-worn formulation 
hasn’t perhaps outlived its usefulness as a sound-bite summary of how Quaker 
faith and practice diverges crucially from that of other churches. Preparing to 
write this, I found myself recalling some words of the medieval mystic Brother 
Lawrence:  ‘The time of business does not with me differ from the time of prayer; 
and in the noise and clutter of my kitchen, while several persons are at the same 
time calling for different things, I possess GOD in as great tranquillity as if I were 
upon my knees at the Blessed Sacrament.’ 
 
Revisiting after many years this celebrated extract from ‘Practising the Presence 
of God’, I found myself suddenly re-located to the kitchen at Throssel Hole 
Buddhist Abbey, doing ‘working meditation’ under the guidance of the monks 
there.  
 
I think the phrase ‘the sacrament of the present moment’, which has been 
coming and going in my mind a lot the past few weeks, also has its roots in the 
Zen meditation practised at Throssel Abbey which for me is so comfortably 
complementary with Quaker meeting for worship. Both traditions emphasize the 
need to be quietly attentive to ‘the promptings of love and truth’ each passing 
moment, patiently re-centering without self-recrimination or blame whenever 
the mind wanders off elsewhere, as it frequently will. 
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At last I feel I’m beginning to understand a little more clearly what Quakers 
throughout the centuries have meant by affirming that all of life is sacramental. 
However fraught, distracted and forgetful of our true selves the challenges of 
everyday life may temporarily make us, it’s a blessing, wherever we are, to be 
able to withdraw on the spur of the moment, even if only fleetingly, into the 
sanctuary of meeting for worship.  At such moments as these, we have 
everything we could possibly ask for or need: able, in the words of William Blake:  
 

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 
And Eternity in an hour. 

 
Returning to where I began - the Quaker 
testimony against the keeping of times and 
seasons - some words of Janet Scott (QFP 
27.42) speak to me of keeping in mind the 
sacredness of each passing moment,  
 

‘What I would hope for is neither that we let 
the testimony die, nor that we keep it 
mechanically. I hope for a rediscovery of its 
truth, that we should remember and 
celebrate the work of God in us and for us 
whenever God by the Spirit calls us to this 
remembrance and this joy’.  

 

Andrew Greaves, Hexham LM 
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Jane Addams 
 

‘Action indeed is the sole medium of expression for ethics’ 
 

In our Becoming Friends group, we discussed Quakers who we particularly admired and I chose Jane Addams. 

 
Jane Addams (1860-1935) was a pioneer within the settlement movement, peace 
activism and social philosophy. Born in Illinois the young Jane was influenced by 
her father, a prominent Quaker businessman, whom she credited with connecting 
her to ‘the moral concerns of life’. Encouraged to read widely she became 
fascinated by the stories of Dickens and decided to work with the poor.  
 
In her late twenties Jane visited Toynbee Hall and was impressed by their work in 
the ‘dark heart’ of poverty-stricken London. Inspired, she used her inheritance to 
open Hull House in Chicago. Under the slogan ‘neighbouring with the poor’, Hull 
House provided childcare, healthcare, refuge and education, as well as mediating 
labour disputes and researching the social determinants of health.  
 
As ‘the mother of social work’ Jane Addams has left an indelible mark on how we 
work with vulnerable communities. Social work can be broadly divided into two 
approaches: casework and community work. While casework aims to diagnose 
and mitigate existing problems through assessment and intervention, 
community work seeks to work preventatively, standing shoulder-to-shoulder 
with vulnerable groups within their own communities.  
 
She believed that improving conditions for the most vulnerable would improve all 
levels of society and successfully pressed for laws banning child labour in Illinois, 
as well as being a founding member of the ACLU and the Women’s International 
League for Peace and Freedom.  
 
Jane Addams was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931 and 
her New York Times obituary described her as ‘a priestess of 
understanding among neighbours and of peace among 
nations’.  
 
Writing this as a community worker, from my  

makeshift home office, I am struck by the continuing relevance 
of her message of solidarity, neighbourliness and social 
morality – ever more important in these uncertain times.  
 
Tania Thomas, Hexham LM 

  



 

 

 
O’ Tell Me The Truth About Love 
 
 
Some say that love's a little boy, 
And some say it's a bird, 
Some say it makes the world go round, 
And some say that's absurd, 
And when I asked the man next door, 
Who looked as if he knew, 
His wife got very cross indeed, 
And said it wouldn't do. 
 
Does it look like a pair of pyjamas, 
Or the ham in a temperance hotel? 
Does its odour remind one of llamas, 
Or has it a comforting smell? 
Is it prickly to touch as a hedge is, 
Or soft as eiderdown fluff? 
Is it sharp or quite smooth at the edges? 
O tell me the truth about love. 
 
Our history books refer to it 
In cryptic little notes, 
It's quite a common topic on 
The Transatlantic boats; 
I've found the subject mentioned in 
Accounts of suicides, 
And even seen it scribbled on 
The backs of railway-guides. 
 
Does it howl like a hungry Alsatian, 
Or boom like a military band? 
Could one give a first-rate imitation 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
On a saw or a Steinway Grand? 
Is its singing at parties a riot? 
Does it only like Classical stuff? 
Will it stop when one wants to be quiet? 
O tell me the truth about love. 
 
I looked inside the summer-house, 
It wasn't even there, 
I tried the Thames at Maidenhead, 
And Brighton's bracing air, 
I don't know what the blackbird sang, 
Or what the tulip said; 
But it wasn't in the chicken-run, 
Or underneath the bed. 
 
Can it pull extraordinary faces? 
Is it usually sick on a swing? 
Does it spend all its time at the races, 
Or fiddling with pieces of string? 
Has it views of its own about money? 
Does it think Patriotism enough? 
Are its stories vulgar but funny? 
O tell me the truth about love. 
 
When it comes, will it come without 
warning, 
Just as I'm picking my nose? 
Will it knock on my door in the morning, 
Or tread in the bus on my toes? 
Will it come like a change in the weather? 
Will its greeting be courteous or rough? 
Will it alter my life altogether? 
O tell me the truth about love. 

 
January 1938,  W. H. Auden 

 
Poem chosen by Ian Emmerson, Hexham LM 
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On-Line Retreat for Easter 

I led a retreat at Othona Retreat House in 2016 and 
have been adapting it for people at home this year - if 
it suits your spiritual tradition and you would like to 
follow the story of Jesus from Maundy Thursday to 
Easter morning.  It is a series of rituals, poetry, 
readings, music and art.  It will also include body 
prayer, silence and my own earthy written 
prayers.  The purpose is  to help reflection in your own 
home, either on your own or with those you share a 
home with.  It will focus on the mystery of the cycle of 
living, dying and rebirth at the heart of all life.  I will put 
the first notice up on Sunday April 5 in order to give time to gather the ritual elements together 
if you choose to do those.  

It can be found on my website: tessward.wordpress.com               Tess Ward, Hexham LM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Hexham Debate, 11am, 25th April 2020, ONLINE 
 
 

Peter Gatrell, Professor of Economic History, University of Manchester 
 

Refugees in modern world history: Reflections on past and present. 
 

The plight of refugees is a dominant focus of debate as it was after the two world wards.  It 
speaks to the desperation of displaced people and the intransigent stance adopted by many 
governments.  This talk examines the circumstances, actions and trajectories of refugees in 
different times and places, and what this means for the refugees to encounter government 

officials, aid agencies and host communities. 

http://tessward.wordpress.com/
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Begin 

  

 
 

Begin again to the summoning birds 

to the sight of the light at the window, 
begin to the roar of morning traffic 
all along Pembroke Road. 
Every beginning is a promise 

born in light and dying in dark 
determination and exaltation of springtime 

flowering the way to work. 
Begin to the pageant of queuing girls 
the arrogant loneliness of swans in the canal 
bridges linking the past and future 

old friends passing though with us still. 
Begin to the loneliness that cannot end 

since it perhaps is what makes us begin, 
begin to wonder at unknown faces 
at crying birds in the sudden rain 

at branches stark in the willing sunlight 
at seagulls foraging for bread 
at couples sharing a sunny secret 
alone together while making good. 
Though we live in a world that dreams of ending 

that always seems about to give in 

something that will not acknowledge conclusion 
insists that we forever begin. 

  
— From The Essential Brendan Kennelly 

 
Poem chosen by Tess Ward, Hexham LM 
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West Northumberland Food Bank 

 
These are challenging times. Many volunteers are in the vulnerable category and need to remain 

isolated. The premises are now closed to the public and the usual rotas for stacking and sorting are 

suspended for the time being. 

 

But the needs of recipients are as great or even greater than ever. There is a stirling group of staff and 

volunteers who are working harder than ever to ensure food is received and distributed up and down 

the valley. If you feel able to offer to be part of this team please email John at 

john.stoker@westnorthumberlandfoodbank.org.uk. 

 

So how can we help? Donations of cash and food are always welcome – although purchasing in bulk 

has become more difficult since the shops have reduced quantities that we can buy at any one time. 

Meat, Fish, UHT Milk, tinned spaghetti, tinned fruit and desserts are particularly welcome. 

Contributions can be left in the collection spots in the main supermarkets or delivered to the food 

bank most mornings when staff are in but don’t be offended if they do not open the door. I caution 

against leaving food in the bin outside when there are no staff. 

 

Allendale Friends 
 

We had a glorious walk with seven or eight Friends and three dogs keeping well apart in peaceful 

sunshine on the last Sunday before the latest restrictions. There was of course too much chat and if 

we are able to do this again we will hopefully go in silence for the first half. We are keeping in touch 

and may try video meetings.  

 

And on a personal note 
 

The biggest adjustment is being told by offspring and their families to say no to anything which may 

put me at risk. Perhaps a good lesson in humility to accept that I may be old and vulnerable! Support 

and warmth in the local community, amongst family and more distant friends is extraordinary and 

truly wonderful. 

 

The Indian loved to worship. From birth to death, he revered his surroundings. He considered 

himself born in the luxurious lap of Mother Earth, and no place was to him humble. There was 

nothing between him and the Big Holy ( Wakan Tanka). The contact was immediate and 

personal, and the blessings of Wakan Tanka flowed over the Indian life rain showered from the 

sky. Wakan Tanka was not aloof, apart, and ever seeking to quell evil forces. He did not punish 

the animals and the birds, and likewise he did not punish man. ….there was but one ruling power, 

and that was Good. 

Chief Luther Standing Bear, Teton Sioux, born 1868. 

 

And from George Fox 1658  QFP 2.17: 

 

Be still and cool in thy own mind and spirit from thy own thoughts, and then thou wilt feel the 

principle of God to turn thy mind to the Lord God, whereby thou wilt receive his strength and 

power from whence life comes, to allay all tempests, against blusterings and storms. That is it which 

moulds up into patience, into innocency, into soberness, into stillness, into stayedness, into 

quietness, up to God, with his power. 

Nigel Barnes, Allendale LM 
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FUN THINGS TO DO DURING THIS STRANGE TIME 

(From Edinburgh Central Meeting) 

Gareth Malone’s National Choir. https://decca.com/greatbritishhomechorus/  

Joe Wicks daily workout (a bit energetic though!) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v-a_dpwhro  

Audible. They are offering some free children’s books now, and a few classics for older people as 
well. https://stories.audible.com/start-listen All stories are free to stream on your desktop, laptop, 
phone or  

tablet.  

Berlin Philharmonic archive free for on-demand viewing for 30 days, but you must register by 3/31. 
https://www.digitalconcerthall.com/en/news  

Metropolitan Opera, New York – free live streamings https://www.metopera.org/season/radio/free-
live-audio-streams/  

Vienna State Opera streaming one opera daily for free from Sunday 3/15) 
http://www.staatsoperlive.com (7PM Central Europe Time will be the default .. long Wagner's will 
start 2 hours earlier. Each one streamable for 24 hours, so it's opera on tap)  

All of Bach (in progress) by the Netherlands Bach Society 
https://www.bachvereniging.nl/en/allofbach The Mindfulness Association is offering a free online 
guided meditation every day at 7pm.    

https://www.mindfulnessassociation.net/latest-news/free-daily-online-meditation/  

Naxos Music Library (NML) is the world ́s largest online classical music streaming library. 
https://yourlibrary.edinburgh.gov.uk/web/arena/nml Login from home with your library card number 
where it says Enter Passcode on the website or create a Naxos account to login via the app.  

12 famous galleries offering virtual tours.  

https://www.boredpanda.com/famous-museums-offering-virtual-
tours/?utm_source=google&utm_medium= organic&utm_campaign=organic  

10 University Art Classes You Can Take for Free Online  

https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-10-university-art-classes-free-online  

9 Art Experiences  

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/virtual-art-experiences-
1809261?utm_content=from_&utm_source=Sailthr 
u&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=EU%20March%2025%20AM&utm_term=EUR%20Daily%20
Newsl etter%20%5BMORNING%5D  
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Our actions are often small. They do and don't change the world. We couldn't put it 
better than Bertolt Brecht did in his poem 'Die Nachtlager', which is now in English as 
'Beds for the Night' in The Collected Poems of Bertolt Brecht, edited and translated by 
David Constantine and Tom Kuhn, published by the Northern independent, not-for-
profit publisher, And Other Stories. Here it is: 
 
 

Beds for the Night 
 

I hear that in New York 
On the corner of 26th Street and Broadway 
A man stands every evening in the winter 
months 
And begging passers-by 
Gets a bed for the night for the homeless 
gathered there. 
 
The world is not changed by this 
Relations between human beings are not improved 
The age of exploitation is not made any shorter. 
But a few men have a bed for the night 
For one night long they are out of the wind 
The snow that was meant for them falls on the street. 
 
You reading this, do not put down the book. 
 
A few men have a bed for the night 
For one night long they are out of the wind 
The snow that was meant for them falls on the street. 
But the world is not changed by this 
Relations between human beings are not improved 
The age of exploitation is not made any shorter. 
 

Bertold Brecht 
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